
Photos of the Whill Model A

Abby Tamara



Side View



Side View, Arms Up



Arms Up



Rear red lights on both sides when turned on. Left front control, blue lights -
five when fully charged, with more use less lights lit



Both arms swing up for easy access. This shows one arm up



Front view, both arms down.



Front view, one arm up.



3 speeds & seat slide control on top, blue lights show battery strength



Right side with arm up showing the attachment used in vans, etc...



Foot plate comes up when not in use or for smaller storage needs, I put it up 
in my van.



Closer view of left control.



Right side with ergonomic control.



Closer view of front wheel.



There is a seat belt that is shown for placement here.



Closer view of rear lights, it is all red, but does not photograph that way 
when lit.



Nathan & the Whill

Abby Tamara



I have just gotten a new power chair. It is called a WHILL model M. WHILL is a Japanese company 
with the US headquarters in San Carlos, CA, about 10 miles from my home. Today the engineer 
from WHILL came over to fix something. We needed to take a few pictures of me on the WHILL. The 
temperature outside was 106˚ so we were only outside for a few minutes. The WHILL is 4 wheel 
drive, and will operate on most terrains.









Photos of the Whill Model M

Abby Tamara













The back of the WHILL Model M does have a hole in the plate that is attached to the seat. In the 
first picture of the back it shows part of the hole in white. That was a warranty when I first got the 
WHILL. I think that attachments go easier and stronger on the 2 side pieces attached to the back, 
but that is just my guess.









Buckles on My Service Dog, 
Nathan

Abby Tamara



The Service Dog provides balance and support by the recipient holding on to the harness. With 
arthritis, or different hand difficulties, the buckles that hold the harness on the Service Dog are
difficult to work. The buckles attach by pinching one of the parts to fit in the other part. There are 
two buckles on the front piece, and one under the belly that attaches on the left side.





















Flexi Attachment on a Power 
Wheelchair

Abby Tamara








